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The glass cloche is available
on page 12 of this leaflet.

“Crossline”

The dark grey glass bowls are available in this
leaflet on page 5, the buffet platters “Shabby
Chic” on page 55 of the main catalogue.

Filigree understatement!
The filigree displays of the “Crossline”series feature an enormous stability due to their cleverly elaborated statics.
These elements, which have been deliberately designed to have a plain and restrained appearance, unobtrusively
blend into every ambience.
Hinged beams at the upper side of the trestle
can be adjusted individually to the shape
of bowls and platters.

For buffet bowl item 5176 and
platters of 80 cm x 40 cm and bigger.

buffet stand “Crossline”

buffet stand “Crossline”
galvanised steel, matt black (powder coating),
rectangular, hinged beams on top
item
8325.23
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l x w x h in cm
70.5x33.5x23.5

For buffet platters of
42 cm x 42 cm and bigger.

l x w in cm (on top)
59.5x22

galvanised steel, matt black (powder coating),
square, hinged beams on top
item
8320.15
8320.31

l x w x h in cm
41.5x41.5x15.5
49.5x49.5x31

l x w in cm (on top)
34x34
34x34

The rectangular base has been constructed especially for a presentation bowl made of dark grey glass, which
impresses by its length of 130 cm (page 5). Hinged beams at the upper side of the trestle can be adjusted to the
shape of the bowl individually. Hence also Zieher buffet platters of 80 cm x 40 cm and bigger can be installed.
The supports are felt-covered, which minimises disturbing noise, evens out smaller asperities and provides for
slip-resistance. Two more versions in square shape are constructed identically and are suitable for instance for
buffet platters of the sizes 42 cm x 42 cm or 50 cm x 50 cm.
All trestles are made of galvanised
steel and afterwards coated with a
robust and scratch-proof powdercoating in a classy matt black.
Therefore the stands are also
suitable for outdoor areas. Low
weight, space-saving storage due
to its stackability, easy handling
and quick installation are just a
few advantages of the “Crossline”
series. The matt black colouring
of the stands can be combined
harmoniously with many different
materials. Thanks to the large
variety of Zieher buffet platters,
the arrangement of buffets can be
redesigned again and again.
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“Crossline”

buffet bowl
glass, 8 mm thick, structured, dark grey, oval,
delivery in strong wooden box

The buffet platters “Industry” are available on page 55 of the main catalogue,
more information about the refinement of china, stainless steel
and glass is available on pages 80 and 196.

item
5176

l x w x h in cm
130x42x8

small glass bowl
glass, 4 mm thick, structured, dark grey, organically
shaped, slight oval form
item
5172

l x w in cm
11x7.5

PU
12 pcs

glass bowl
small glass bowl
glass, 4 mm thick, structured, dark grey, round, with
slight corners
item
5173
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Ø in cm
8

glass, 6 mm thick, structured, dark grey, oval

small glass bowl

height in cm
3

PU
12 pcs

glass, 4 mm thick, structured, dark grey, round
item
5174.09
5174.11
5174.14

Ø in cm
9
11
14

height in cm
2.5
3.5
3.5

PU
12 pcs
12 pcs
6 pcs

item
5175.41
5175.44

l x w x h in cm
41x19.5x5.5
44.5x25x6
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“Flex”

chopsticks
borosilicate glass, satined, handmade, please note
the safety instructions on each pack (not suitable
for children)
item
4885

length in cm
21.5

PU
1 set (2 parts)

chopstick/knife rest “Flex”
borosilicate glass, transparent, handmade
item
4886

l x w in cm
8x2.3

height in cm
approx. 2

PU
2 pcs

“Flex” - Perfectly designed and beautiful!
Tubes made of borosilicate glass – shaped into unique pieces by way of heat exposure. These perfectly designed
elements of the “Flex” series can only be manufactured in such a sophisticated quality by extremely precise
control of timing at exact temperatures.

GIFT BOX

chopsticks with knife rest
set consists of:
chopsticks, borosilicate glass, satined, handmade
knife rest, borosilicate glass, transparent, handmade
2 sets in black gift box
item
4887.PB

l x w in cm
21.5 / 8x2.3

height in cm PU
approx. 2 (rest) 2 sets (6 parts)

The „Mao” cutlery series is available
in the main catalogue on page 299.

dip bowl/miniature “Flex”
borosilicate glass, transparent, handmade, with recess
item
4889.16

l x w in cm
16x7

height in cm
approx. 2.8

Elegant presentation plates for amuse bouche, fingerfood and other artfully arranged delights of upscale cuisine
originate from this complex procedure. The “Flex” series is also suitable for intermediate courses or smaller
desserts as well as presentations of bread and oil or dips.
The artfully curved inside of the tubes offers creative
space for cutlery or napkins, decorative herbs,
edible blossoms and more!
A rest for knives or chopsticks
in the same language of design
blends harmonically into this
series. Chopsticks made of
borosilicate glass are the
perfect completion for this
line. The satined surface of
the sticks provides for
pleasant haptics and creates
an appealing contrast to the
clear glass of the rest.

PU
4 pcs

platter/miniature “Flex”
borosilicate glass, transparent, handmade, wavy
item
4888.16
4888.22
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l x w in cm
16x8
22x11

height in cm
approx. 2
approx. 2.5

PU
4 pcs
4 pcs

Design: Michael Schwarzmüller
Idea and concept: Zieher
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“Reef”

“Reef”

SMOOTH

For tealights or candles up to a height
of 10 cm and a diameter of 7 cm.

bowl/basket “Reef”
pewter, food-safe, not dishwasher-safe, surface
smooth, with feet
item
2314.01
2314.02
2314.03

l x w x h in cm
approx. 15x9x24
approx. 21x12.5x33
approx. 37x18.5x52

bowl/basket “Reef”
in black gift box

candle holder/wind light “Reef”
pewter, food-safe, not dishwasher-safe, surface
smooth, with feet, for glass insert item 4991.02 and
candles up to Ø 7 cm
item
2315.01

Ø in cm
10

item
2314.01PB
2314.02PB
2314.03PB

l x w x h in cm
approx. 15x9x24
approx. 21x12.5x33
approx. 37x18.5x52

The glass platter is available in the main
catalogue on page 58, the chopsticks
in this leaflet on page 6.

height in cm
15.5

The wind light fascinates by reflections of the candlelight in the silvery metal
and the dancing shadows of the slender structures. A removable cylinder made
of heat resistant glass protects the flame from wind and thus allows the usage
in the garden and on the terrace.

The products of the “Reef” series are genuine gems of dining culture!
Whether it is bowls filled with bread or fruit in the focus of attention
or high-quality textiles held together by extravagant napkin rings
emphasising the ambiance, or the delightful shadow play of
candlelight creating an atmospheric ambiance –
“Reef” turns any table into a fine dining experience.

wind light
borosilicate glass, satined inside, open at the top
and at the bottom, for candle holder/wind light
“Reef” item 2315.01
item
4991.02

Ø in cm
9

height in cm
14.5

Large numbers of single parts are casted
from premium pewter and subsequently
assembled in high-grade craftsmanship to give
shape to these items. The inimitable pieces of art created that way
are unique items which inspire by the polished surface of the organic
structures and the rounded tails of the meshwork.

Used as storage space for jewelry or standing on its own as a decorative
sculpture, even off the table the bowls find their application.

PU
6 pcs

More items of the “Reef” series are available on page 66 of the main catalogue.

GIFT BOX

Since medieval times, pewter has been used primarily for table top items and
has been the most important raw material for them for a very long time. The
popularity of pewter first started decreasing in the 18th and 19th century by
the progressing development of glass and the increasing popularisation of
porcelain. Since then the usage of pewter has shifted mainly to decorative
elements. Up-to-date pewter is 100 % lead-free and therefore uncritical when
used for food.
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candle holder/wind light “Reef”
Set consists of:
candle holder/wind light “Reef” made of pewter,
food-safe, not dishwasher-safe, surface smooth,
with feet, for candles up to Ø 7 cm
glass insert made of borosilicate glass, satined
inside, open at the top and at the bottom
1 set in black gift box
item
2316.PB

Ø in cm
10

height in cm
16.5

PU
1 set (2 parts)

napkin ring “Reef”
pewter, food-safe, not dishwasher-safe, surface
smooth
item
2317

Ø in cm
5.5x3.5

length in cm
7.5

PU
2 pcs

length in cm
7.5

PU
2 pcs

napkin ring “Reef”
in black gift box
item
2317.PB

Ø in cm
5.5x3.5
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“Stele”
Stelae of light!
Like the archaic columns of historical buildings, these candlesticks
stand tall and proud. The irregular surface is appealing and pleasing
to the eye of the beholder as well as being testament to the genuine
handicraft put into the creation of these pieces of art.
The candlesticks consist of solid brass and are available in three sizes
and two different surface finishes, which give opposite impressions.
The high gloss polished version generates beautiful, golden reflexes,
the matt black variant is characterised
by its elegance and unobtrusiveness.
Whether only one version is used or
both versions in combination, a lot
of appeal can be found both ways.
The holders are suitable for
commercial straight and tapered
candles. The undersides are
covered with black felt to
protect delicate furniture.

For tealights or candles up to a height of
10 cm and a diameter of 7 cm.

“Somnia”
At first glance the golden branches, strapped to a bundle are reminiscent
of a besom of a different kind. With candlelight this extraordinary lighting
object creates fascinating effects and provides for a cosy and comfortable
ambience.
The filigree rods, visually appealing like thin branches, are made of brass
and manufactured piece by piece in traditional sand casting. Afterwards
they are soldered onto a solid baseplate with an elevated rim. This
baseplate avoids the leakage of wax and protects the table surface from
the heat. Additionally it forms the frame for a removable cylinder, made of
heat resistant glass, which by way
of its satined surface intensifies
the mood of the light and
protects the flame from
wind at the same time.

candlestick “Stele”
brass, hammered, polished, for straight and
tapered candles

candle holder/wind light “Somnia”
brass, golden, not dishwasher-safe, for glass insert
item 4991.02 and candles up to Ø 7 cm
item
2383.01

Ø foot in cm
11

Ø top in cm
approx. 16.5

height in cm
approx. 19.5

item
2440.25
2440.32
2440.46

Ø in cm (foot)
7
8.5
11

height in cm
approx. 25.5
approx. 32
approx. 46.5

candlestick “Stele”
in black gift box
item
2440.25PB
2440.32PB
2440.46PB

Ø in cm (foot)
7
8.5
11

height in cm
approx. 25.5
approx. 32
approx. 46.5

wind light
borosilicate glass, satined inside, open at the top
and at the bottom, for candle holder/wind light
item 2383.01
item
4991.02

Ø in cm
9

height in cm
14.5

PU
6 pcs

candlestick “Stele”

GIFT BOX

brass, hammered, matt black (powder-coated), for
straight and tapered candles

candle holder/wind light “Somnia”
set consists of:
candle holder/wind light “Somnia” made of brass,
golden, not dishwasher-safe, for candles up to
Ø 7 cm
glass insert made of borosilicate glass, satined
inside, open at the top and at the bottom,
1 set in black gift box
item
2384.PB
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Ø foot / top in cm
11 / approx. 16.5

height in cm PU
approx. 19.5 1 set (2 parts)

item
2441.25
2441.32
2441.46

Ø in cm (foot)
7
8.5
11

height in cm
approx. 25.5
approx. 32
approx. 46.5

candlestick “Stele”
in black gift box
item
2441.25PB
2441.32PB
2441.46PB

Ø in cm (foot)
7
8.5
11

height in cm
approx. 25.5
approx. 32
approx. 46.5
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The plates made of stoneware in black
and white are available on page 271
of the main catalogue .

glass cloche
crystalline glass, transparent, handblown, for a
utility space of Ø 9.5 cm
item
5482.10

You will find our complete range in the
main catalogue 2017. Order your copy now!
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Liability is excluded for all printing errors and falsities.

Ø in cm
10.5

height in cm
approx. 13

PU
2 pcs

